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SERIOUSLY, it has been a long time since
I’ve travelled so much in the fall. My
sister Nancy and I made the 10-day
September trip to lecture in Paris and
Portugal, and what an experience! Speaking other languages, eating foreign food,
using euros as money, meeting new
friends and customers, experiencing
adventures on planes, trains, and in automobiles…and surviving it all!
In October John Doyle and I tackled
an 11-city tour of the United Kingdom,
starting with the Magic Circle in London (a wonderful new headquarters!) and proceeding to drive 1600 miles around England with a lecture in Glasgow, Scotland at mid-tour.

Yes, we learned to drive on the left, navigate round-abouts, and enjoyed cordial hosts
in each city. Also, I am happy to say that we met over 450 magicians and clowns in the
lectures, had excellent sales, and even more, had the pleasure of SHARING comedy
kidshow magic to the delight of everyone. To me it proves that what I have personally
learned through experience doing school shows these 30+ years works anywhere! Why?
Because children are CHILDREN around the world. They love to laugh, and they love
to be entertained by magic!
What went so well on this lecture tour? Turn to pages 6-7 of this newsletter and you’ll
see! Or jump onto page 2-3-4-5 for the NEW MAGIC SECTION. Who knows what
else you’ll find in these pages! Rest assured the Ginnville elves pictured are ready to ship
tricks, books, tapes and other products to help you right away!

Picture Fun (the chicken trick)
Wow! Here is my favorite new kidshow trick from
my More Magic Animals pre-school show. It comes
from Practical Magic in England, and both children
and adults absolutely LOVE IT!
You invite one child to help as you show the audience (and not her) your magical prediction picture:
a CHICKEN. “But remember not to tell Caroline
that it’s a CHICKEN!” You put that picture back to
the audience in a wooden stand-up frame.
Then you show the audience a dozen more pictures,
saying you will let the girl pick one of them, any
one of them, and if she matches your prediction (chicken) she wins a prize. She takes
one of the dozen (see me in the photo, all chickens) and looks at it. You then ask her
questions: Is it red & yellow? Does it have wings? Can it fly? to which she answers YES.
Finally: Does it lay EGGS? NO! she says, and everybody laughs because they know it’s a
chicken.
Finally the girl turns her picture around—it’s an AIRPLANE! How did she do that? Then
you remove your picture from the frame, and yes, it is ALSO an AIRPLANE!
PICTURE FUN is silk-screened in full color, wooden frame and gimmick included, plus
a detailed routine. It’s a wonderful kidshow slant on the McComb Deck…and it works
for wonderful children’s show comedy. Trust me on this trick because I AM USING THIS
RIGHT NOW!
Direct from England — PICTURE FUN is only $30.00
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Fantasio SILVER CANES & WANDS
SURPRISE! Just when you think Fantasio has “done it all,” out he comes with a great new product
— chrome-looking Silver Canes! Yes, plastic VANISHING and APPEARING CANES in a metallic chrome
look! (Even Vanishing Wands too!) I call them Fantasio’s SILVER CANES!
My favorite routine appears in the pages of Crash Course on Kidshows and on my Magic of Hawaii video.
Show a silk and push it into a can and screw on the top. Tap the can with a cane, then the cane suddenly
changes into THE SILK. Open the can and out pops THE CANE! I call it the “cane-can,” and you can easily make one. Read the book! Furthermore, you’ll can see ME doing this in 2005 lectures using the Silver
Canes.
SILVER Vanishing CANE, Appearing CANE, or Vanishing WAND in stock now…each $25.00

New Mis-Made Flag
Years ago I made/sold the David Ginn Mis-Made Flag written up in Professional Magic for Children. We even handmade a gimmick for it—a lot of trouble—and that’s why I
stopped manufacturing the trick. Now I’ve had gimmicks
made just for me in aluminum by Morrissey Magic, and I’ll
be doing the Mis-Made Flag again at a lower price!

So you do it again with blue, and out comes a flag with blue stripes and stars in the wrong place! Magician
in trouble! At last you push the mis-made flag back into the tube, wave a little real American flag over it,
and out comes a REAL COMPLETE AMERICAN FLAG. Open the tube and there’s nothing inside except
a printed 15-star American Flag, the one Francis Scott Key wrote about in “The Star Spangled Banner.”
NEW MIS-MADE FLAG comes to you with 3 RWB 12" silks, two 14" x 21" mismade flags, one 14" x 21"
American Flag, 3 little stick flags, a laminated flag tube, and ten pages of routine! NEW PRICE: $45.00
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Invite a child on stage (I use a girl playing Betsy Ross) and
hand her three 12” silks (red, white, blue) which you pull
out of a laminated paper tube. One by one you push them
back into the tube, but you “accidentally” drop the blue one
on the floor. Wave a stick flag over the tube and pull out a red/white ONLY flag with NO blue. Kids yell
that you dropped the blue.

Special until December 31, 2004: $35.00

American Flag Blendo

Karl Wagner described this in Safety Magic for Children,
Neil Foster taught it to him, and now YOU can perform
it too! Show three 12" silks red-white-and-blue tied
together, talk about what the colors mean as you gather
them up in one hand. Suddenly you pop them open to
reveal a 24" x 36" American Flag in red, white and blue!
You get three small silks, the 24" x 36" fifty-star American Flag, and instructions for this SIMPLE, NO GIMMICK version of blendo. Hey, I’ve already been performing it in my “Magic Landmarks USA” school show
this very month…it’s easy and IT WORKS!
Why do a complicated blendo? There’s no need with
this version!
American Flag Blendo — only $20.00

FALL SPECIAL till 12-31-04:
New M-M Flag & American Flag Blendo together: just $49.00 !!!
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IF EVER YOU plan to enter a hospital to bring joy and laughter to
people in pain and discomfort, here is the book for you, in a brand
new COLOR edition!
Written by three experienced clowns — Anita Thies, Kathy Piatt,
and Tammy Miller — Joyful Journey of Hospital Clowning is
now 84 pages covering why be a hospital clown?, it is for you?,
discovering your role, knowledge you need, make-up and costuming, creative ideas, plus information on training and programs.
Indeed, this book is packed with poems, jokes, techniques and
down-to-earth experiences by those who “have been there” and
want to share hospital clowning with you. You’ll find a multitude of resourses listed at the end. One of the
few books published on the subject. Color cover, NEW REVISED EDITION. $10.00

Live Kidbiz 2: Master Textbook and DVD/video
MY TEN YEAR PROJECT came to completion this fall
when the Live Kidbiz 2 Master Textbook arrived off the
press the first week of November! Yes, it’s a LONG story!
To begin, the book comes with a full hour video or DVD
which includes eleven important live show scenes from
David Ginn school shows:
• Jungle Warm-up using rope tricks out of Tarbell • No
Bounce Ball with an audience helper • Disbanded Arm
Penetration with a girl from the audience • Go Fish is a
do-it-yourself routine with two children and fish pictures • Snake Basket with 2 kids from my jungle show •
Easter Egg Count from a pre-school show, 2 kids, plastic eggs, very adaptable • ABC Puzzle with 4 kids, great
fun and a strong ending • Wild West Animals, my best
version of Charlie’s Invisible Message • Coke Bottle Rabbit, my live bunny vanishes and ends up in a twofoot Coca-Cola Bottle. YOU can make it too • Sawing in Half and the funniest bit you’ll ever see, thanks to
Burling Hull • finally the Road Race, Guitar Solo, and the Tablecloth Stunt—pulling the cloth from under
the dishes!
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Joyful Journey of Hospital Clowning

Yes, you’ll see everything LIVE as my audiences did in all those shows. But NOTHING is explained on the
video.

It’s all in Live Kidbiz 2: The Master Textbook, 312 pages with over 100 photos and drawings — the KEY to
everything! Important: the LK2 video and LK2 book are SOLD ONLY AS A SET. The LK2 Master Textbook explains in words, photos, and drawings EVERYTHING on the LK2 video tape. But it’s twice as long
as the original Live Kidbiz book—and that’s because it describes MORE than just the video. For example:
Three Fun Warm-ups with Silver Sceptre, Flower Wallet, and Frank Herman’s Glow-Loops • Charlotte
the Writing Spider from my Magic in Black and White library show • Three Important Things on embellishing tricks, pacing your performance, and “the magic formula” • Kids Love Animals and how this fact
can affect your shows • Book Cover Revealed, my Denzel Washington routine • Penguin Trick from my
Frozen Magic Show • Jay Gorham’s Puzzle Illusion • Money Elimination a feature of my Money Magic
Show • Bring That Rabbit Back, whether you should vanish a rabbit in a kidshow • plus a complete 4chapter commentary on Live Kidbiz 3, 4, 5 and 6 videos with amazing INSIDE INFORMATION you can
use! And believe me, LOTS MORE! If you give yourself a gift this Christmas, make it LIVE KIDBIZ 2!

Live Kidbiz 2: Master Textbook and Video or DVD: $45.00
(SOLD ONLY AS A BOOK/VIDEO or BOOK/DVD SET…please state your choice)
SPECIAL ADVANCE OFFER: until December 31, 2004, you may have LK2 COMBO at just $35
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Spinning Light Ball
Wow! I wish you could see this one in color…and you
can if you’re seeing the email version of the newsletter!
Reach into your bag or pocket during a magic or comedy
routine, about the time you need to wave your magic
wand, and pull out the Spinning LIGHT BALL. You
hold it by the handle, which the audience doesn’t really
see — because the moment you push the button beautiful colors start DANCING around inside the three-inch
ball, moving, rotating, changing patterns 72 different
times! No joke, no exaggeration! Frankly, your spectators
will be DAZZLED by the lights…the lights that make the
magic work! Kids love these kind of things, and they add
a beautiful, magical touch to your show. Does this thing
need batteries? Yes, 3 AAAs. Do they come with it? YES!
Would you be smart to buy a extra one? At this price, a
pro would say also YES!
Spinning LIGHT BALL…$7 each or TWO for $10.00

Big Chicken • Turkey Sandwich • Take Both for $10!

1. BIG CHICKEN…nearly two feet (yes 24”) long, very thin, will fold up and palm in a large man’s hand,
but what’s better is that it will fold up and hide inside one of my foam Turkey Sandwiches. See my routine
in the Crash Course on Kidshows book. You’ll love doing this, as I have myself in shows and lectures. $8.00.
2. TURKEY SANDWICH. Two slices of Goshman sponge bread, which look EXACTLY like real bread,
white with browned crust, inside of which is glued a MIRROR and some colorful feathers. Show the two
slices as a “turkey sandwich,” open the bread to let the chicken pop out, then show someone the inside:
whoever looks seems himself or herself in the mirror for a laugh. He or she IS the turkey! Just $8.00.
3. BIG CHICKEN & TURKEY SANDWICH COMBO: take both the Big Chicken and a Turkey Sandwich so you can do the Crash Course routine described above…BOTH FOR JUST $10.00. Yes, $10!!!
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THOSE GREAT small size rubber chickens are gone again. Nobody has them, not even me. But I’ve found
an amazing thin rubber chicken, a bigger chicken, which WILL FIT inside my Turkey Sandwich (foam
bread with a mirror glued inside, look inside it and see the turkey —YOU)…and which I will have for only
a limited time…and this fall I am putting them all on sale till years end! Here’s what I have:

Vanishing Coke Bottle with Free Silk
After 24 years of performing this wonderful trick in thousands of
live shows, plus selling it in lectures, the Vanishing Coke Bottle
story is coming to an end. The manufacturer has NO MORE because he sold them all to me. Yes, they are here in Ginnville!
Show a liter Coke bottle, cover it with a paper tube, suddenly crash
the tube down over it and show it empty — COKE GONE!
See me perform it on the first Live Kidbiz video or in the Kidbiz
original book. It still plays, and audiences love it. You can even
change a Coke bottle to a can or Coke or even Pepsi!
In 1980, when this bottle came on the market, the price was $35.
Over the years it went over $50. For the last bottles, starting in
2005, my price will be $35.00 until the end. No more will ever be
made! Guaranteed!

But for my customers, I will offer this GREAT TRICK to you one last time, until the end of this year, and
toss in a FREE 18" Medallion Silk to use in the trick at the special price of $29.00.
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Teacher, Teacher!
Years ago Supreme Magic in England made some wonderful magic
for children’s shows. Those days are gone, unfortunately. But sometimes those Supreme tricks return in other, even better forms.
“School Capers” is back now as Teacher, Teacher!
Show a LARGE black slate (twice the size of the original one) and
a big piece of white chalk. Tell the kids it’s MAGIC CHALK. It will
write any color in the world on this slate. Just name a color! What?
You pretend to hear RED. So you pretend to write on the cardboard
slate and show the kids the word RED written in white chalk. Yes,
it’s a joke! But pass it behind your back and the white RED becomes
actually red RED! See what Ben is holding!
When you repeat going from white to red and vice-versa, the kids KNOW you’re turning it around! Finally you do — only to show your weird 3rd grade school teacher’s FUNNY PICTURE!
Teacher, Teacher comes with instructions at just…$20.00

The Vanishing Elephant
(a day at the circus)

Show the children your circus tent, colorfully silk-screened onto
a large white envelope. Show giant 8 x 10 inch cards picturing the
Ringmaster, a Dancing Horse, and yes JUMBO the ELEPHANT.
Put all three cards into the circus tent, then remove two of them,
the Ringmaster and the Horse. Ask the kids which one is left inside.
The ELEPHANT, they shout. That’s when you remove a card with
the word GONE on it, showing the envelope empty. What’s on the
back of the card? Turn it around! And when you do, you reveal a
picture of JUMBO THE MAGIC CLOWN! Hey, that’s what happens
in a day at the circus…magic!
Professionally printed, yes, it’s a circus version of the old ABC Stung trick from Supreme…and it plays to
children just as well. 20 sets only in stock for Christmas…reg $45 price…holiday special at just $35.00!
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Here’s a fun kidshow trick I’ve used for nearly ten years, but I’ve
never offered it for sale! I don’t know why!

Red Nose Rudolph
Sammy Smith created this neat Christmas trick two years ago,
and I used it in over 50 performances of “Magic Animals” last
school year for pre-schools, plus performed and sold dozens of
them on my United Kingdom Lecture Tour in October 2004.

When you show Rudolph the BLUE-nosed reindeer, the kids
tell you it’s supposed to be RED. So you put the big picture in
the snow-covered barn (envelope), shout magic words, and
take him out—but now his nose is WHITE and the kids point
at YOU, because your nose is RED (see Hannah wearing the
sponge ball nose supplied). Give it one last try, and the proper
magic makes the sponge nose vanish and appear on the Rudolph picture.An easy-to-do, excellent kidshow trick for Christmas!

Red Nose Rudolph— only $15.00

Tell a friend about our email newsletter! Forward it on!
Tell anyone interested to simply email me at ginnmagic@comcast.net
and say EMAIL LIST plus WHERE THEY LIVE…and I’ll do the rest!
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My Best Sellers on the October UK Lecture Tour
Bunny Hat — Sold out in the UK!
No more Top Hat to Rabbit—just call it the Bunny Hat, and in England I
got a big surprise. At the Magic Circle I sold twenty of them after the lecture, plus dozens more at 10 other lectures!
Show this black plush kidsize top hat. Have a child face the audience, and as
you step behind him or her to put it on the head, you turn it quickly insideout and put it on the child’s head as you see in the photo with my friend
Lindsey. Hold up your finger and caution the kids NOT to tell her! Proceed
with your trick. She doesn’t know what’s up there! At the end, ask her if she’s
had a rabbit on her mind…remove the hat and show her for a big laugh.
Terry Herbert bought one. A week later he tried pulling a rabbit out of a hat
at a party, which always failed (running gag, magician in trouble). Finally
he put the hat flipped inside-out without looking on his own head, and the
children howled with laughter.
JAN. 1, 2005: $35.00 Until December 31: just $25.00

Crash Course on Kidshows

You’ll get my full routines with the Big Red Hand, Pom Pom Pole, Future
Fungus, Tape Measure Wrist Watch, Jumbo Card on Back, the Big Black
Magic Hat, Spike Arm Illusion, Gecko from Hawaii, Turkey Sandwich/Jr
Chicken, Hocus Pocus Hare, Glow Loops, Pluto Planet, McCombical
Deck, and some inspiration too!
Take this hand in hand with Professional Magic for Children and the new Live Kidbiz 2 Master Textbook and you’re right up to date on how I love doing magic for kids…and how you can do the same!
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THIS BOOK is the most important magic book I’ve written in years,
especially if you love and want to ENTERTAIN CHILDREN! In three
major sections I discuss why we do kidshows and my basic show format;
followed by 33 Things Children Enjoy; and finally 13 kidshow routines I
have used in thousands of live shows and which I showed in Portugal,
Paris, and all over the UK, selling literally hundreds of copies!

Crash Course on Kidshows reg $15…Christmas Special: $10.00

Big Black Hat
ANOTHER SELL-OUT ITEM in England and
Scotland! Plus it’s one I’ll be using for the rest of my
performing career! Show this big black plush hat
(madhatter style) EMPTY, put on a kid’s head and
it drops to his chin for a big laugh. He waves a color
changing wand over it (FREE with your hat) and suddenly pulls dozens of silks out of the hat, followed by
a beanie bunny (YES, included!), even a 6-ft Rabbit
Silk (no, not included!). My full 5-page routine is in
Crash Course on Kidshows, and if you play it my
way, not only will YOU love doing it, but the kids will
LOVE YOU!
Get the book! Get the hat! Get the free color changing wand and the free beanie bunny! Trust me — be a
believer! It works!
BIG BLACK HAT w/free wand & bunny…only $35.00
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Middle Diddle Silk
SERIOUSLY, this is one of the best-selling, inexpensive tricks
I’ve ever performed myself and also offered to magicians.
Kids love it because they love “to catch you!” It packs small,
plays big — and it even comes with the SILK!
Show the board with three holes, one in the red end, one in
the yellow end, one in the striped middle. Push a red silk
into the red end. Pass the board behind your back and the
silk jumps to the yellow end. Repeat this until the kids realize
you’re turning it over.
“What? Next thing I know you’ll want me to put the red scarf
into the middle!” So saying that, with a magical pass the red
scarf instantly appears in the MIDDLE of the board. Believe
me, this is VERY easy to perform and you’ll love doing it. A
complete sell-out at four conventions, including Blackpool,
plus the UK Tour!
Middle Diddle Silk complete with FREE silk: only $10.00

Frank herman’s GLOW LOOPS

Just blow through the straw in the side of the plastic Coke or
orange bottle…the colorful string spins around…then a plastic
bracelet passes VISIBLY, magically through the moving string!
Do it several times (following my routine in Crash Course) and
at last do both bottles and bracelets at the same time. Watch the
faces of the children and adults when this happens—it knocks
them over!
Now I’ve even added using a Popopen Wand with the trick as
well as the bracelets! It’s amazing! And it’s cheap!
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Yes, Frank would be happy to hear this—his trick was a complete
sell-out on the UK tour, and I’m bringing more to Blackpool
where I purposely did NOT show it last February.

GLOW LOOPS (two bottles, straws, bracelets, instructions) $5.00

Complete SNAKE CAN with video
There I am at the Magic Circle in London on page
one doing my Snake Can routine I created and published over 35 years ago! It still works to create fun
and laughs for children who weren’t even born then!
With two children on stage helping, I offer them jelly
beans from an empty can…then have fun with a big
toothbrush, a giant comb, and jumbo sunglasses…an
18" Medallion Silk vanishes from the boy’s hand…
then 4 cloth-covered spring snakes appear from the
jelly bean can the girl has been holding all along…
complete with the missing silk tied to one!

Merry Christmas! Happy Holidays! Here’s you a great bargain: I’ll ship you two colorful Jelly Bean Cans,
four cloth-covered spring snakes, two Medallion 18” Silks, a giant comb, toothbrush, sunglasses (as
pictured), my original Snake Can Book, AND my Magic in Black & White library show video showing the
entire routine performed LIVE…a retail value of $65.00…all this for…ONLY $45.00
(Video in USA or PAL format, advise. Same package available without the video at $35.00 plus usual shipping.)
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All Kinds of Great Bargains In Stock!
Tricks and Props
Hocus Pocus Hare—routine in Crash Course, a white rabbit framed picture changes to brown, then white
with a surprise finish. Packs small, plays big, a fun turn-it-around trick for kids! $15.00
Multicolored ROPE Fusion—three ropes red, white & blue become a big circle of rope! Very easy and
very visual, great for messages. Just $5.00
Glitter Pom Pom Pole—made in Florida by Jim Green, expert job, this 10" version fits easily in a back
pocket, inside coat pocket, or small case. Pull the colorful pom poms back & forth, every which way, separate the two halves of the pole, then pom poms start working again. Routine in Crash Course. Regular $35
price…December special: $25.00
Six Foot RABBIT in Hat Silk—a Rice repro silk at a reasonable price. I pull mine out of the Big Black Hat
or a production tube, great backdrop, reg price is $150…seven in stock at just…$99.00
Big Red Hand, Orange Big Bunny, or Yellow Star of the Show—each one starts out as a 2" ball, which
you turn inside-out to make a new, LARGE shape about 9" tall, a HAND (you caught me red-handed), a
BUNNY, or a STAR. Reg $12 each…on sale till the end of the year at $9 each, all 3 at $25!
Trixie’s Popsy Wand—like Supreme’s Pop-away Wand, end caps pop off when you squeeze. I put a 40"
thumbtip streamer inside mine, taped to end caps so I won’t have to chase them. More fun that way. See
Children Laugh Louder. Sale: $10

Stretching a Rainbow—a wonderful seller on my UK, Paris & Portugal trips, and one I am using right
now in my school shows! A 4-ft silk streamer visibly stretches to 20 feet long! We make this one exclusively. Complete with instructions! $15.00
Cheat Blendo—four 18" silks red, yellow, blue, green INSTANTLY, visibly change into one 36" silk consisting on those 4 silks. No change bag needed! All silks & my instructions. $25.00

DOUBLE DEAL: Save $5!

Order Stretching a Rainbow and Cheat Blendo together at just $35.00.
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Spike Arm Illusion—over 200 sold and next year I may make NO MORE. Put a boy or girl’s arm thru the
box, 5 harmless wooden spikes pushed thru, arm vanishes, comes back, amid lots of clean corny humor. 10
pages of routines. Nine left in stock. Reg $65…on sale till years end: $39.00

Shake Silk—like the 4 ft streamer you used to get with Instant Art, just shake this black silk and it becomes rainbow colored. Wellmade and the price is more than reasonable! How much? Just…$15.00!

Santa’s Suit

From Practical Magic in England comes a new trick perfect for
Christmas shows, one that takes up no room in your case but plays
BIG! Santa is getting ready for Christmas and sends off his suit
to the cleaners. DISASTER! They’ve lost it! What will he wear?
Maybe the children in your audience can help. Show a Santa silk
with him hiding behind a towel…drop it into a change bag or any
switching device along with red and white handkerchiefs. When
you pull it out, Santa’s suit is red and white STRIPED! Kids just
love this sort of mistake! So they try again shouting more magic
words, finally getting Santa properly dressed with his bag of toys!
SANTA’S SUIT consists of five silks: one 9"red, one 9"white, one 18" Santa with towel, one 18" Santa striped,
and one 18" Santa completely dressed with bag of toys. Picture silks are all FULL COLOR as you can see on
the email version of this newsletter. FANTASTIC COLORS! Your Christmas show audiences will love this!
Exactly SEVEN SETS left in stock…NO MORE before Christmas…first come, first served…HURRY!
SANTA’S SUIT COMPLETE SET with patter/instructions: $45.00

Balloon Sculpture #3—a new DVD by Tricky the Clown Joe
Lefler teaching you a dozen balloon items you can use, like
having a personal teacher in your living room. Reg $12 …10
left: Sale $10.00
Professional Magic for Children—244 pages newly reprinted
paperbound, dozens of routines I still do including Duke’s
DyeVersion, Disecto, Boy to Rabbit, Arrowhead, Instant Art,
more. Regular $20.00…Holiday Special $15.00
Live Kidbiz 5: Lost Kidshow Magic—just full of wonderful, FUNNY KIDSHOW MAGIC, like Sword
thru Neck, Disecto, Which Movie, Watch Bag, Banana Bunny, and Sawing in Half. $35 reg price…but for
Christmas…just $19.00.
Live Kidbiz 6: The Lost Library Show—from 1984 a complete intact TV taped Georgia library show
by David Ginn, hot book, Quiet!, Shrinking Gloves, 3 Balloons & Card on Back, PacMan 20th Century,
Headchopper, Rabbit Vanish.$25: $19.00

Many Thanks to Hannah Hatley, Ben Brown, and Lindsey Blackburn for modeling with
products in this newsletter. Autumn Ginn herself is busy teaching and working on the 2nd
part of her Master’s Degree program which finishes next summer. Lynne Ginn is already
decorating and baking for Christmas. And I, David, am still doing school shows, making
2005 travel plans, and yes, even writing a little on the next book. Our Family at the Ginn
house sends you our love, best wishes, and sincere thanks for your orders, prayers, and
friendship in the best of all seasons.We wish you and yours a very Merry CHRISTMAS!
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Books, Videos, DVD

SHIP/PAY: In USA add $6 under $50, $7 up to $99, over $100 add $8. Outside USA $10 minimum shipping or 30% for airmail. We accept Visa, MC, Discover, Amex, cash, MO, or checks made to David Ginn
(not David Ginn Magic).

David Ginn www.ginnmagic.com
370 Bay Grove Road • Loganville GA 30052 USA
770-466-8421 • FAX 770-554-8209
ginnorders@comcast.net
Mail or FAX Order Form on next page. Last ship day before Christmas Dec. 20!
IMPORTANT: Make checks to DAVID GINN—not David Ginn Magic!

Order Form Below
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Mail or FAX Order Form. FAX or mail only form below. Last ship day before Christmas Dec. 20!
DEAR GINN FAMILY: Please send me the following items listed below.
My check, cash, or money order on US bank is enclosed. Or charge to my credit card below:
[ ] Visa [ ] MC [ ] Dis [ ] Amx #

exp.

Name
Address

Item & Price
Item & Price
Live Kidbiz 2: Book and Video or DVD (circle choice) till Dec. 31 with this form only…$29.00

24-HR FAX (770) 554-8209
Email: ginnorders@comcast.net

Shipping

Total

David Ginn comedy magic books, props, videos
370 Bay Grove Road • Loganville GA 30052 USA
(770) 466-8421 • FAX (770) 554-8209
ginnorders@comcast.net
www.ginnmagic.com

